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“Obviously we should dominate the whole world, and now we are all reduced to street rats! Hate!!!”

The Dark Doctor is really angry.

He didn’t know how long he lived, but he dedicated everything to the laboratory of the gods.

Create one after another terrorist plan.
He really paid too much.

As a result, everything is now in a bubble.

Can he not be angry?

He ruined everything he built!

“Take revenge! I want to take revenge on them! Vengeance on everyone! Vengeance on the world!”
The Dark Doctor shouted.

If it’s someone else who says things like revenge on the world, you might think he is a lunatic.

How can it be done?

One person still wants to retaliate against the world?

What do you want!

But he is the Dark Doctor!

He can definitely do it!

What’s more, there is a top assistant like God’s Brain nearby.

He wants to say revenge against the world is absolutely possible!

“Well, good! Let’s go crazy again!”

God’s brain is equally angry.

Follow the dark doctor.

“But how do you start?”

The other personnel looked at the dark doctor and asked.

easy to say, hard to do.

Even the brain of God stared at the dark doctor.

Suddenly Doctor Dark smiled.

“Although they are familiar with everything about the laboratory of the gods in the War Eagle Nation,
even the main gods can easily grasp it! But there are always things they don’t know. The world is full of
changes and hides many, many secrets. Some are good for this world, It has a stimulating effect. But
some are catastrophic, and once they appear, they will be destroyed…”

With that, Doctor Dark showed a terrifying look on his face.

Over the centuries, they have explored too many places in this world, and they have controlled too
many secrets.

There are always some things that the war eagle nation does not know.

God’s brain also understood something, and the body began to tremble.

Staring at Doctor Dark, he asked nervously, “Will this be too extreme? Is it really going to start?”

After knowing what Doctor Dark is referring to.

He became scared.

Certainly this incident exceeded his psychological expectations.

“At this time, what kind of extreme are you afraid of? If it is not extreme, do you think you can get
revenge on Warhawk Nation? You have seen the ability of Warhawk Nation this time. General revenge
does not work on them! Only in this way can revenge on them and revenge. worldwide!”

“I’ve decided on this matter before they find us! It must be implemented! So that we can die safely!”

“Next we have to prepare immediately! The speed of the Sky Shield will only be faster than we
thought!”

Doctor Dark looked solemn again.

“Understood! Let the world see the anger of Destroying the Gods Laboratory!!!”

Everyone in the brain of God began to shout.

…

The speed of the Sky Shield is indeed fast.

Under the leadership of the Black Hawk agent, all the previous bases of the Gods Laboratory and the
bases of Daxia in the later period were searched.

Strive not to miss any corner.

The power of the Sky Shield is too strong.

In a short time.

Just search all the locations related to the Gods Lab.

There are no clues.

Not to mention finding the Dark Doctor.

The Black Hawk agents gathered together and made an embarrassment.

“Even though we have the information, the information is still not detailed enough! Because the Dark
Doctor is hidden in a corner of the world, just like a normal person. How to find it?”

“Besides, these few photos of him can’t explain anything at all. Isn’t it too easy to make a facelift for an
existence that even Leviathan can create from an ancient creature?

It’s even an exaggeration to say that he can turn himself into an old man, or maybe a child! Both men
and women are fine in terms of gender! How do we find this? “

Agent Blade said.

The polar bear agent echoed: “Yes, it can be said that any person we have seen may be him! It may not
even be among us!”

Agent Black Hawk nodded: “Well, I know this too! Even if we control so much information, we are no
different from finding a needle in a haystack!”

“Too difficult! If he hides, there are too many ways!”

…

At first, Agent Black Hawk felt that it would be easy to mobilize the power of the entire Sky Shield.

It seems very difficult now.

These materials don’t have much effect at all!

After all, that is the only ordinary person who enters the main divine division!

If you can make the head of the game, Smith, be afraid of this, you can judge the threat of this person.

The key is that he is secretly, it is too easy to retaliate against War Eagle Nation.

Considering this situation, they must use the shortest possible time to get people out!

“It’s difficult! What should I do now? You can’t look for it blindly, right?”

“Yes, at least you have to determine a general direction, right? You can’t bump into it like a headless
fly!”

…

Agent Black Hawk frowned, thinking about the method.

“It is said that Doctor Dark has always acted alone, not with the Lab of the Gods! Even though the Lab of
the Gods has disappeared in the past few years, he has been there! But if he is researching, he must
need a laboratory, right? A lot of human and financial resources, right?”

At this time, Agent Snow Leopard said.

“That’s right! If he finds the source of his research, he might be a little hopeful! But where is the world
so big? Where to start? Or is there any specific direction…”

Agent Black Hawk’s eyes lit up first.

Then sighed.

“Look for Doctor Dark, right? I can help you!”

At this time, a voice came.Several Black Hawk agents were taken aback.

The next second, Levi Garrison walked in.

God appeared unconsciously.

It really frightened them.

Fortunately, Agent Black Hawk and several henchmen knew Levi Garrison’s skills.

He recovered soon.

“You are also looking for Doctor Dark?”

Agent Black Hawk asked.

“Of course, his existence is a threat! And it’s big and big! If you don’t find him, you can’t sleep!”

Levi Garrison said.

Agent Black Hawk nodded: “Yes! But he is too hard to find! What can you do?”

“Yes, we have searched all over the world in the past two days! There are no clues!”

Agent Blade said.

